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CAZE releases a new style of metallic case for iPhone 3G/3GS
Published on 08/15/09
iPhone CAZE has announced Silver Tone, a new style of its metallic series for iPhone
3G/3GS. Silver Tone features a bright mirrored surface and extremely thin design.
Combining with its Free Mirror Screen protector, your iPhone will be wrapped in pure
reflection and received the best protection. iPhone CAZE designs and manufactures high
quality, fashionable and unique iPhone cases for iPhone 3G/3GS in a wide assortment of
styles and colors.
Man King Street, Hong Kong - iPhone CAZE has announced Silver Tone - a new style of its
metallic series for iPhone 3G/3GS. Silver Tone features a bright mirrored surface and
extremely thin design. Combining with its Free Mirror Screen protector, your iPhone will
be wrapped in pure reflection and received the best protection. Buy now to receive a Bonus
iPhone case and 70% discount off to purchase a Swarovski Crystal Apple logo. Free shipment
and 30 Days Money Back Guarantee are provided.
iPhone CAZE designs and manufactures high quality, fashionable and unique iPhone cases for
iPhone 3G/3GS in a wide assortment of styles and colors. iPhone CAZE offers a variety of
cases of different materials from leather, metallic, fabric, silicone to swarovski
crystal.
Silver Tone is a new member of CAZE's Metallic Series. It is a patterned version of its
Mirror Go. It possesses not only a cool and mirror-like outlook but also features
fashionable square and circle pattern. If you feel bored of a bare metallic case, Silver
Tone would be your choice.
In addition to the Silver Tone, CAZE also introduces Slim Fit of its Leather Series. Slim
Fit is a slip-in case which provides full protection to your iPhone while maintaining a
fashionable style. Free shipment and online order tracking are available. Products will be
shipped within 24 hours during weekday and 30 Days Money Back Guarantee is provided.
Starting from today till end of August, customers purchase any case from iPhoneCAZE
website will get a special gift that worth up to $24.99 (USD) and also 70% off to buy a
Swarovski Crystal Apple Logo. This promotion ends on August 31st, so hurry up and get a
iPhone CAZE with your personal style!
iPhone CAZE Metallic Series:
http://www.iphonecaze.com
Free Gifts for iPhone Case Purchase:
http://www.iphonecaze.com/free_gifts

iPhone CAZE started its business at a small shop with handmade products at the beginning
and proudly released its first iPhone case in 2007. Due to the spread of word and
increasing demand of overseas orders, iPhone CAZE began to take orders on its website in
2009. iPhone CAZE admires fashion, using leather, fabric, metal, polymer and swarovski
crystal, to bring something luxury and special on iPhone for any occasion. Copyright
2007-2009 iPhone CAZE. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are
registered trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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